J\bstract: i-\ rotating drum system was used to sc:arch for cHI i\(J-nl~.
spontaneous fission (sf) activity in the reaction of lSN with r; 'I (j' r.
1 r. I', )t(, r~o such activity was found beyond a cross Sl:ct1un l i:niL of 0.3 ± 0.3 nb. A sf activity with a half-life anll a formation cr'oss s':::ct·ion of 12 nb at 82 :V1eV was ol)servt:d.
The ·icJentity of this activity l1as not bi;t:n cletenninecL ~{(
1'
I~UCLEAR Rr:ACTIUN: · u13k ( ::JN, X) sf; C"' n~. The bombardments varied in length from 4.5 to 18 hours. At the end of E'ach run, the mica st1Aips were recovered, etched, and scanned for characteristic fission tracks. Half-lives were detennined from the exponential decay of the number of fission events with circumferc:ntial distance from the target, the time base being provided by calculating the surface velocity of the drum from the freque11Cy of rotation. The multicomponent decay curves were resolved through ·least-mean--square (L~lS) fitting by several computer prourarns . .f\s a further precaution agdi nst bias, representatives from each of our' laboratories independently analyzed the.raw track-counting data.
Virtually identical results were obtained. In these analyses, the many tracks observed in the leading -7 mm of the first mica strip (corresponding to the first 9 ms at 60 rpm drum speed) were not used because of the difficulty of identifying fission tracks in the area heavily damaged by scattered beam particles.
Results and Discussion
Bombardments with 15 N were made at 78, 82, 86, 88 and 100 MeV to insure that the maximum in the reaction cross se:tion \·vas not missed.
We were able to observe a short-lived and a long-lived sf activity at every ion energy when the drum was rotating at either 60 or 48 rpm.
The long--l-ived activity, evenly distributed over the entire drum This activity mi\:)ht still be clUe to a tr0nsfer reaction or chc;rs; par'ticle evaporation producing a nuclide ':iomevvhat lov~cr in Z than 104.
3. There is evidence for another short-lived sf activity with a half-life of about 13 ms. It apparently has a broad excitation function that extends to our highest bombarding energies. This activity conceivably could be due to 13.7-ms 2425 fAm produced in a transfer reaction. The broadness of the excitation function could imply that the half-life of the major "20-ms 
